July 24, 2020
Dear Friends and Family of The Campus,
On July 15-16, we tested staff and residents of both buildings. Our own staff tested the personal
care home staff and residents. PCH results showed no new COVID positive cases and, in fact,
three of the residents who had previously tested positive had negative tests. Our two staff who
had tested positive in June are also now negative and both will be back at work in the next few
days. There is only one resident in the building from the group that tested positive in June. This
is a testament to the great work being done by the staff in The Residence.
Due to the volume of testing needed and lack of sufficient test kits, we used a new contracted
service to test the SNF residents and staff on July 16. As of today, we have still only received
about 1/3 of the results of that testing, but all returned results were negative for COVID. As of
this writing, we have had two SNF staff members test positive in June and no residents have
tested positive to date. One of the staff has recovered and has returned to work. Again, a great
job is being done by staff to prevent cases in the SNF.
Our next round of Campus-wide testing is scheduled for Thursday, July 30. The bi-weekly
testing is part of our steps to meet the state’s requirements for loosening some of the restrictions
on resident movement and activities. As we move into August, we will keep families up to date
on the possibility and plans for relieving some of the restrictions currently in place.
Again, we have been visited by agencies of both the state and federal government who looked at
our infection control protocols, policies and communications. Both agencies commended our
Campus for its preparations for and response to COVID.
If you have not done so, please look at the information on the LeadingAge website regarding to
the Act of Older Adults. We need this assistance now and in the future.
As always, you are welcome to contact me, Jasmine (PCHA) or Kristina (NHA) with any
questions.

Sincerely,
Allen
Allen Geckle, CEO

